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SEGMENTED PICTURE CODING METHOD

partition, said successive optimal partitions constitut

AND SYSTEM, AND CORRESPONDING

ing the sequence of the successive partitions to be
coded, said second step then comprising, for the de?

DECODING METHOD AND SYSTEM

nition of the coded information that has to be trans

mitted and/or stored for each region of said partitions,
a decision coding sub-step.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a method of coding
segmented pictures, or partitions, that correspond to a

This method presents, from the vieWpoint of the user, a
very noticeable ?exibility mainly based on an advantageous

sequence of original pictures and identify in said pictures

preprocessing of the image sequence. Moreover, the hierar
chy of partitions that is proposed to the subsequent decision

contours and closed regions to Which corresponding labels
are associated, said method comprising a ?rst de?nition step
for de?ning the time motion evolution of the partitions
betWeen tWo successive pictures and a second coding step
for coding motion, contours and textures of said regions of
successive partitions, and to a corresponding coding system.
The invention also relates to a signal coded by means of such
a coding system, to a storage medium for storing this coded
signal, to a method of decoding said coded signal, and to a

step and in Which contours are preserved Whatever the
considered hierarchical level alloWs to deal With the ?nal
coding step in an optimal manner. The coding scheme is
indeed able to accommodate very different situations and to

lead to the best image representation for any given coding
15

sub-step comprises a motion estimation operation, by Way of

corresponding decoding system.

a block matching method, and a motion compensation

Amethod and apparatus for decomposing a signal corre

operation, by keeping from every region in the previous
partition only its largest connected component marking With

sponding to an original picture into components using
features (such as contours and regions) identi?ed in said

picture and then coding separately said components is
described for instance in the european patent application EP
0389044. HoWever such a conventional method of coding

25

segmented pictures has no ?exibility With respect to the type
of segmentation that has be obtained or to the type of coding
for the different areas of the original pictures. Particularly

Moreover, according to the invention, it is advantageous
de?nition sub-step, for the selection of an optimal partition
among the projected and additional partitions contained in
said partition tree, and a second optimiZation sub-step, for
taking a decision about the most appropriate coding strategy
With respect to each region of said optimal partition, the

MPEG4 (Moving Picture Experts Group) audio visual cod
ing standard Which targets interactive multimedia applica

second coding step being then provided for selecting for

tions at loW and very loW bit rates (the limit of Which is
generally considered as equal or close to 1 Mbit/s.).
35

each region of the selected optimal partition the most
appropriate texture coding method according to a predeter
mined criterion.

According to the coding philosophy of the proposed
method, several texture coding techniques may be chosen.
Preferably, said texture coding method to be applied to each
region of said optimal partition is chosen Within a list
comprising the method of approximation by mean value, the

It is a ?rst object of the invention to propose a coding
method able to efficiently handle a partition-based represen
tation of a scene, Without any particular assumption about

the scene content, its complexity or the image format (the
scene can have an arbitrary number of objects With arbitrary
relations, positions and motions), and particularly to be an

polynomial approximation method, the shape adaptive dis

adapted coding approach for addressing the various func
tionalities contemplated in the future standard MPEG4.
At this end, the invention concerns a coding method as 45

described in the preamble of the description and in Which,
for each current partition considered With respect to the

previous one, the ?rst step comprises in cascade:
(1) a motion estimation and compensation sub-step, for
the de?nition of a motion-compensated partition mark

crete cosine transform method, and the dyadic bidimen
sional Wavelet transform method.
Finally, in an improved implementation alloWing to con
sider the case When the original regions are not homoge
neous in gray level, said ?rst step also comprises in cascade
With the ?rst ones the folloWing additional sub-steps:

(1) before the motion estimation and compensation sub
step, an additional segmentation sub-step for segment
ing the current partition, then called a coarse partition,
until all regions are homogeneous according to a given

ing for each region coming from the previous partition
the position of the core of this region in the current

criterion, said segmentation sub-step alloWing to create

partition;
(2) a temporal extension sub-step of said regions previ
ously de?ned by compensation in the current partition,

the same label as in the previous partition the position of the
core of said region in the current partition, and said temporal
extension sub-step comprises the implementation of a Water
shed lines method.
that said decision sub-step comprises a ?rst decision tree

these method and apparatus are not an appropriate technical
proposition as a possible solution for the elaboration of the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

cost and Whatever the set of available coding techniques.
In a particular embodiment, said coding method is char
acteriZed in that said motion estimation and compensation

a so-called dense partition;
55

for the de?nition of a so-called projected partition;

(2) betWeen the temporal extension sub-step and the
partition topology de?nition sub-step, an additional

merging sub-step for merging the projected regions of
said dense partition, said merging sub-step alloWing to

(3) a partition topology de?nition sub-step, for the
determination, on the basis of motion and texture

de?ne a so-called projected coarse partition, said addi

criteria, of additional partitions created either by merg
ing or by re-segmenting regions of said projected

tional segmentation being preferably a siZe-oriented
one and the siZe parameter being then progressively
decreased until a given homogeneity criterion referring
to the gray level homogeneity of the pixels, such as the

partition, said additional partitions forming together
With the projected one a partition tree;

(4) a decision sub-step, for the selection of the regions of
an optimal partition Within the proposals of regions
contained in any level of said partition tree and of the

best strategy for coding each region of said optimal

65

means squared error of the pixels With respect to the
mean of the regions, is reached.
Another object of the invention is to propose a coding

system alloWing to implement said coding method. At this

5,995,668
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end, the invention concerns a system for coding segmented
pictures, or partitions, that correspond to a sequence of

provided for making a local analysis of each node of said
decision tree, and a decision sub-stage, provided for de?ning

original pictures and identify in said pictures contours and

from the Whole set of regions of the partition tree a ?nal set

closed regions to Which corresponding labels are associated,
said system comprising a ?rst time motion evolution de?n
ing sub-system and a second motion, contour and texture
coding sub-system, in Which the coded information to be

of the regions that constitute said optimal partition to be
coded.
A further object of the invention is also to de?ne a coded

transmitted and/or stored for each current partition com

signal consisting of a multiplexed signal comprising:

signal such as generated by such a coding system, said coded

prises coded signals corresponding to an optimal partition
composed either of regions of a main partition determined
by a motion estimation and compensation of a previous
partition or of regions of additional partitions created by
merging or re-segmenting said regions of the main partition,
said coded signals including the appropriate indications on
the origin of each region, in the form of merging orders and

(A) a coded motion information, corresponding to the
estimation of a motion model that characteriZes the

evolution of the segmentation betWeen said successive
partitions and alloWs to de?ne a so-called projected

partition;
(B) a coded partition information, corresponding to tex
15

splitting information.

ture and contour information of each region of an

optimal partition selected, on the basis of rate and
distortion criteria, among all the regions of a hierarchy

According to a preferential implementation, the sub
systems of this coding system are organiZed in the folloWing

of additional ?ner and coarser partitions constructed

from the projected partition corresponding to the cur

manner:

(I) said ?rst sub-system comprises:

rent one;

(A) a ?rst partition preprocessing sub-assembly, com

(C) a coded decision information, corresponding to the
coding strategy de?ned for each of said selected

prising:
(1) a time evolution de?nition device, comprising:
(a) a motion estimation circuit;
(b) a motion compensation circuit;
(c) a temporal extension circuit, the output of
Which constitutes a so-called projected parti
tion de?ning said main partition;

regions of the projected and additional partitions,
according to the coding cost and quality associated to
25

medium for storing said coded signal.
Another object of the invention is also to propose a
decoding method able to be applied to a multiplexed coded
bitstream as yielded at the output of the coding system

(2) a partition topology de?nition device, compris

ing:
(d) at least a merging circuit;
(e) at least a re-segmenting circuit;
the output of said partition topology de?nition device con
stituting a partition tree composed of said projected partition
and of additional partitions created by said merging and

implementing the previously described coding method. At
this end, the invention concerns a method of decoding

signals corresponding to segmented pictures, or partitions,
35

re-segmenting circuits;
(B) a second decision sub-assembly, comprising:
(f) a decision tree construction circuit;

(g) an optimiZation circuit;

obtained by motion estimation and compensation and a
temporal extension of the compensated partition and on the
other hand additional partitions created either by merging or

re-segmenting regions of said projected partition, and for
selecting an optimal partition composed of regions con
45

the coded information that has to be transmitted and/or

stored for each region of each of the successive optimal

partitions.

55

tree by merging from the projected partition neighbouring

In accordance With the invention, said decoding method
advantageously comprises a ?rst decision decoding step,
provided for de?ning Which coding strategy has been pre
viously used for each region of each optimal partition, a
second motion decoding step, a third partition decoding step,
and a fourth texture decoding step, and, preferably, said third

partition decoding step comprises a ?rst relabelling sub-step,

regions Which have a similar motion.

Whatever the implementation, the decision sub-assembly

provided for limiting the value of label numbers by reas
signing a label value to each region, only labels 1 to N being
used if there are N regions, a second merging sub-step,
provided for performing the merging orders, a third intra

of this coding system is organiZed in such a manner that said
decision tree construction circuit comprises a distortion
computation stage, a rate computation stage and a memory,
said memory being provided for storing in the form of a

regions decoding sub-step, a fourth motion-compensation
and compensated errors decoding sub-step, and a decoded

decision tree a list of distortions and a list of rates having
both the same length as an associated list of texture coding

methods in Which a selection is made for the coding opera

tained Within the proposals contained in any level of the

partition tree formed by said projected and additional
partitions, and a second step provided for the de?nition of

(4) a ?rst decision coding device;
(5) a second motion coding device;
(6) a third contour coding device;
(7) a fourth texture coding device;
(8) a multiplexer of the coded output signals of said
four coding devices.
In that implementation, said merging circuit may com
prise a motion estimation stage and a merging proposition
stage, and is folloWed by a second similar merging circuit,
and so on, in order to build the upper levels of said partition

that identify in an associated sequence of original pictures
contours and closed regions to Which corresponding labels
are associated and having been previously coded by a coding
method comprising a ?rst step provided for de?ning, for
each current partition considered With respect to the previ
ous one, on the one hand a so-called projected partition

the output of said decision sub-assembly constituting an
optimal partition sent to said second coding sub-system, and
said optimal partition being obtained by an association of
regions from various levels of the partition tree;

(II) said second sub-system comprises:
(C) a third coding sub-assembly, comprising:

said rate and distortion criteria.
Another object of the invention is to propose a storage

compensation errors partition labelling sub-step.
65

A further object of the invention is ?nally to propose a

tion of the texture of each region of said partition tree, and

decoding system alloWing to implement said decoding

said optimiZation circuit comprises a computing sub-stage,

method. At this end, the invention concerns a system for

5,995,668
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decoding signals corresponding to segmented pictures, or

second decision sub-assembly 2 is provided for receiving a
set of partitions generated by said ?rst sub-assembly 1 and

partitions, that identify in an associated sequence of original
pictures contours and closed regions to Which corresponding
labels are associated, said signals constituting for each

de?ning a coding strategy. A third coding sub-assembly 3,
provided for receiving said selected partition and the deci

current partition a coded information corresponding to an

optimal partition composed either of regions of a main

sion related to the coding strategy in connection With this
selected partition, comprises a decision coding device 31, a

partition determined by a motion estimation and compen
sation of a previous partition and a temporal extension of the

device 33, a texture coding device 34, and a multiplexer 35.

compensated partition or of regions of additional partitions
created by merging or re-segmenting regions of the main
partition, Wherein said decoding system comprises an input
buffer, provided for storing and demultiplexing said coded
information, a decision decoding device, provided for
decoding the information corresponding to the strategy used
for coding said optimal partition, a motion decoding device,

motion coding device 32, a partition (or contour) coding
The general coding method that the previously cited
10

sub-assemblies implement Will noW be explained With ref
erence to FIG. 2 and in relation With FIG. 1. Atime evolution

de?nition sub-step, carried out in the device 11, is provided
to folloW the temporal evolution of the regions of the current
partition. In the described example, in order to limit as much

a partition decoding device, and a texture decoding device.

as possible both the processing delay and the computational
load, only the previous coded picture or frame and its

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

partition at time (t-l) are used to de?ne the time evolution
of the partition at time t. The time evolution de?nition

15

substep is provided to adapt the partition of a previous frame
(of the previous frame S(t-l) in the present case) to the

These and other aspects of the invention Will be apparent
from and elucidated With reference to the embodiments
described hereinafter and considered in connection With the

accompanying draWings, in Which:
FIG. 1 is a general representation of a system according
to the present invention and FIG. 2 illustrates the corre

sponding coding method;

25

coding sub-assembly 3 are sent back to the ?rst partition

preprocessing sub-assembly 1). Said sub-step therefore

FIG. 3 illustrates a time extension operation of the

regions;

accommodates the partition of S(t-l) to the data of the
picture S(t), Without introducing neW regions. Such an
adaptation of the partition of the previous frame is per

FIG. 4 illustrates a merging operation;
FIG. 5 illustrates a re-segmentation operation;

formed in three operations. First, a motion estimation opera
tion 111a is carried out betWeen the original frames S(t-l)

FIG. 6 illustrates a decision tree construction operation;
FIG. 7 illustrates hoW local decisions on the coding
strategy are taken;

FIG. 8 illustrates the decision process implemented in
order to lead to an optimal partition;
FIG. 9 is a schematic representation of the structure of the

current frame, this partition of the frame S(t-l) (t-i in a
more general case) corresponding to the ?nal partition Which
has been chosen for the previous picture (after a previous
implementation of the coding method according to the
invention, the output signals of the coding devices of the

and S(t). Then the previous partition is motion-compensated
35

(operation 112a), and ?nally an extension operation 113a of
the previous regions into the current frame is provided.
The ?rst motion estimation operation 111a takes place in
a motion estimation circuit 111. The motion is estimated

betWeen the preceding frame S(t-l) (a previous frame S(t-j)

decoding device and illustrates the corresponding decoding

in the general case) and the next frame S(t) Which is going

method;

to be segmented, according for instance to a block-matching
process applied backwards. Such a technique is described
for example in “A VLSI architecture for hierarchical motion
estimation”, IEEE Transactions on Consumer Electronics,

FIG. 10 is a diagram giving a more detailed illustration of

the partition and texture decoding process;
FIG. 11 is an embodiment of the partition decoding

device;
FIG. 12 is a very simpli?ed example of a segmented

picture;

45

vol. 41, n°2, May 1995, pp. 248—257: the frame S(t) is
divided into small blocks of picture elements (usually 8x8
pixels for QCIF format of 176x144 pixels) and for each of
them a search is conducted Within a given WindoW in the

FIG. 13 is a schematic illustration of a type of motion

betWeen tWo successive pictures P(t-l) and P(t);

frame S(t-l) in order to locate in that frame a best matching

FIG. 14 illustrates a possible solution for implementing
one of the motion estimation steps carried out during the

block. The obtained motion information is a sufficient
approximation even When the motion of some blocks involv

merging operation of FIG. 4;

ing more than one object is not strictly uniform. This motion
information is given in the form of motion vectors respec
tively estimated for all the blocks of the considered frame.
The second motion compensation operation 112a is car

FIG. 15 shoWs local axis and scales for a given region,
With a normaliZing coefficient equal to tWo;
FIG. 16 is an illustration of a coding method With a

speci?c type of order estimation.

55

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Referring noW to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a system

ried out in a motion compensation circuit 112, by applying
the obtained motion vectors to the regions and in order to
obtain as a ?nal result a frame containing, for each region

coming from the previous frame, a connected component
With the same label as in said previous frame. Each of these
components has been itself obtained in the folloWing man

comprising three main sub-assemblies. A ?rst partition pre

ner. If P(t-l) is the previous picture and S(t-l) its partition

processing sub-assembly 1, provided for receiving the
incoming sequence of segmented frames or pictures

(or segmented frame, in the form of a set of labels), every
pixel of the current frame Will be covered (after the back

S(t-j), . . . , S(t-l), S(t), S(t+1), . . . (that correspond

Ward motion estimation) by one, and only one, pixel from

themselves to original textured images P(t-j), . . . , P(t-l), 65

the previous frame. It is obvious, hoWever, that such a

P(t), P(t+1) . . . ), comprises a time evolution de?nition

compensation can produce in each compensated partition

device 11 and a partition topology de?nition device 12. A

small disconnected components, generally close to the con

5,995,668
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tours of the regions. These disconnected parts could produce

carried out in the partition topology de?nition device 12, the
aim of Which is in fact to create from the projected partition
tWo different kinds of partitions (by a procedure Which is

Wrong extensions of the labels and have to be eliminated by

Way of a cleaning operation keeping from every region in
P(t-1) only its largest connected component in the compen

purely intra):

sated partition P‘(t—1) (this operation produces non labelled

partitions Which are created by merging regions from the
projected partition and Which de?ne the upper levels of

pixels in P‘(t—1), but it does not involve any problem since
this partition is only used as an initialiZation for the opera

tion 113a that Will folloW the operation 112a). The motion
compensated partition ?nally obtained, in Which there is at
most one connected component per region of P(t-1), marks

for each region coming from the previous frame the position

the partition tree: this merging, based on a motion
criterion as it Will be explained, alloWs to obtain greater

regions grouping neighbouring regions that have a
10

of the core of this region in the current frame.

The third extension operation 113a is implemented in a
temporal extension circuit 113, in order to de?ne the bound
aries of the regions thus projected from the motion com
pensated partition. Such an extension of a compensated
partition in a current frame can be performed for instance by
using the conventional morphological tool called Watershed
lines method and described for example in the communica

similar motion (the internal contours betWeen these

neighbouring regions need no longer to be coded);
partitions Which are created by re-segmenting the pro

jected partition (providing the possibility of obtaining
in the current partition neW regions Which Were not
15

present in the previous one) and Which de?ne the loWer
levels of the partition tree: the reasons for obtaining
these neW regions may be the introduction of neW

objects in the scene (their texture is generally different
from that of the neighbouring objects) and or the fact
that tWo regions characteriZed by a very different
texture but merged because they have a similar motion
in a previous frame can suddenly differ in their motion

tion “Time-Recursive Segmentation of Image Sequences”,
M. Pardas and P. Salembier, EUSIPCO 94, VIIth European

Signal Processing Conference, Edinburgh (United
Kingdom), Sep. 13, 1994. The above obtained connected

in the current frame, thus leading to a too large com

components constitute thanks to their speci?c label identi
fying the presence of homogeneous regions a set of markers
de?ning the core of the regions Which are going to be
extracted. As described in the cited document and after

pensation error if they continue to be coded using the
25

by the device 12 is performed in tWo operations: ?rst a

having recalled (With reference to FIG. 3) that P(t-1) and
P(t) are the pictures at times (t-1) and t, and that S(t-1) and
S(t) are respectively the already knoWn partition (at time
t-1) and the unknoWn partition (at time t) that has to be

merging operation 121a (at least one), secondly a

re-segmentation operation 122a (at least one).
The merging operation 121a takes place in a (?rst)
merging circuit 121. Referring to FIG. 4, this circuit 121, the
aim of Which is to merge neighbouring regions Which have
a similar motion, comprises a motion estimation stage 1211
and a merging proposition stage 1212. Given the tWo

determined, tWo three-dimensional signals are constructed

by grouping together the pictures P(t-1) and P(t) to form a
temporal block P of siZe 2 in the temporal dimension and
similarly grouping (in order to form a block S considered as

same motion parameters.

The partition topology de?nition sub-step thus carried out

35

original textured pictures P(t-1) and P(t) and the partition

the set of markers that should be used to segment the block

S(t-1), the stage 1211 is provided for computing the motion

P) the partition S(t-1) and an empty frame

representing

parameters of the projected partition PJ(t) yielded by the

a frame of uncertainty. Such a frame is so called because the

device 11. This motion estimation process returns for each

pixels of this frame do not yet correspond to a given marker.
The implementation of the Watershed lines method WM
results in a groWing process in Which these pixels are
assigned to a given marker until the markers occupy all the

region of the projected partition a set of motion parameters
describing the motion of said region betWeen (t-1) and t.
The motion estimation step implemented in the stage 1211

available space of the empty frame, each pixel being
assigned to a speci?c region because it is in the neighbour
hood of the marker of this region and is more similar (in the
sense de?ned by a speci?c criterion) to the area de?ned by
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this marker than to any other area corresponding to another

knoWn, the estimation of the cost of merging neighbouring
regions is carried out in the merging proposition stage 1212.
For every couple of neighbouring regions, a merging cost is
computed, and a required number of merging opportunities

marker in its neighbourhood. A possible similarity criterion
may be for example the gray tone difference D betWeen the
pixel under consideration and the mean of the pixels that
have already been assigned to this region, or also a modi?ed
criterion introducing a Weighting factor “Alpha”. This last

is obtained by selecting the couples of neighbouring regions
With the smallest merging costs, on the basis of a merging

solution alloWs noW to consider no longer D alone but the

criterion. For instance, tWo neighbouring regions should be
merged if the cost of coding the prediction error produced

Weighted sum (Alpha><D)+(1-Alpha)C, Where C is a penalty
term corresponding to a contour complexity obtained for
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instance by counting the number of contour points that are
added if the considered pixel is assigned to a particular
region, and therefore to give more or less importance to the

sation error (and no longer the precise coding cost) produced

Aprojected partition PJ(t) is therefore available When the
third operation 113a is completed. From this projected
partition a partition tree Will be built for providing (using
motion and texture criteria) different partitions among Which

by the merging is taken into account: more precisely, the cost
Which is considered is the increase of the mean square

compensation error in the merged region With respect to the

the second decision sub-assembly 2 Will later select for

a ?nal partition composed of regions issued from the dif
ferent levels of the partition tree. This building process is

When these regions are considered as a single one (i.e., When
they are motion compensated With the same set of motion

parameters) is smaller than the cost of coding the contour
located betWeen them. In fact, as the coding method is not
yet knoWn, the criterion is slightly modi?ed. The compen

gray level measure or to the contour complexity.

coding the picture the most convenient regions, constituting

may for instance be of the type described in the french patent
application N° 9604194 ?led on Apr. 3, 1996, the content of
Which is recalled in the annex A, at the end of the present
description, With reference to FIGS. 12 to 15.
Once the motion parameters of the projected partition are

mean square compensation error When the tWo regions are
65

compensated separately (in order to simplify the
computations, the neW motion parameters corresponding to

the merged regions are not computed: the compensation

5,995,668
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error produced When merging tWo regions is computed using

as described in the cited patent application EP 0627693 is

only one of the tWo sets of already knoWn motion parameters
corresponding to the tWo regions, the one Which produces
the smaller compensation error). In the case of intra frames,
the motion is not taken into account for proposing the
merging. As the coding does not use any motion
information, the merging option is then proposed on a

applied for each region of all the partition levels.
As can be seen When the building process in the partition

topology de?nition device 12 is achieved, a partition tree
de?ning a set of possible regions issued from the projected
partition has been obtained. The operations Which have been
implemented in that device 12 are simply provided in order
to obtain a proposal Which de?nes the contours of possible
neW regions, Without having taken any decision concerning
the actual partition to be coded. As the objective of this

texture basis, the costs being computed by taking into
account the difference of the mean gray level value of the

neighbouring regions.
As already said, the coding method is not yet knoWn. The
actual decision of merging tWo regions in terms of coding
cost Will be de?nitively taken later, in the decision sub

device Was to de?ne a set of regions being a part of the
optimal partition, on the one hand this set should be reduced

assembly 2, and several merging proposals may be produced

sion Which Will be taken afterWards, but on the other hand

at each level. As the ?nal merging procedure must be iterated
for each level in the partition tree, a merging is hoWever
produced and applied as illustrated in FIG. 4 both on the
current projected partition and on the partition of the pre

in order to limit the computational complexity of the deci
15

The partition tree being noW available and having pro
vided different partitions on the basis of motion and texture

vious image, leading to merged partitions PM1(t-1) and
PM1(t), Which constitute the further inputs for a possible
repetition of the procedure in a second merging circuit 121b
(a further motion estimation in another motion estimation
stage 1211b, a further merging proposition in another merg
ing proposition stage 1212b), and so on for the Whole set of
upper levels of the partition tree.

the partition proposals should be carefully created in order
to alloW an ef?cient decision.
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criteria, from these partitions the decision sub-assembly 2
Will select the most suited regions for coding the original
picture, the chosen ?nal partition being in fact composed of
regions issued from the different levels of the partition tree
(the contours of the original projected partition being never
modi?ed). The objective of this sub-assembly 2 is to de?ne
the coding strategy by implementing a decision sub-step in

In the re-segmentation operation 122a, Which takes place

Which tWo successive parts can be distinguished: ?rst a

in a re-segmenting circuit 122 and must be carried either
When neW objects appear or When tWo regions suddenly

selection of the optimal partition Within the proposals con
tained in the partition tree, secondly a decision about the best

adopt divergent motions, one needs to separate regions With

strategy for coding each region of this resulting partition.

unhomogeneous texture. This re-segmentation procedure

This decision sub-step relies therefore on tWo operations
consisting in a ?rst decision tree de?nition operation 221a

Will therefore be based on a texture criterion. It may be
implemented for instance With a hierarchical structure start

ing from the projected partition and Which progressively
introduces neW regions in the partition at every level Without
modifying the contours of the previous levels. This
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re-segmentation procedure is composed of four steps carried

folloWed by a second optimiZation operation 222a. The ?rst
operation 221a takes place in a decision tree construction
circuit 221. As illustrated in FIG. 6, from the partition tree
PT Which Was de?ning the choices in terms of regions
(dotted lines indicate merged or re-segmented regions asso

out in corresponding stages: a residue computation stage
1221, a simpli?cation stage 1222, a marker extraction stage
1223, and a decision stage 1224. As illustrated in FIG. 5,
these stages are also respectively designated by the refer

ciated to original regions of the projected partition PJ(.),

ences RC, SP, ME and DC.

Way: each node of the decision tree corresponds to a region

Knowing that each level has to improve the segmentation
of the previous level by introducing neW signi?cant regions,

in the partition tree, With relations betWeen nodes (betWeen
father nodes and children nodes) Which are also given by the

each region of the projected partition is ?lled With its mean

partition tree. These relations de?ne hoW one region at a

gray level value or With a gray level function such as a 45

given level (in FIG. 6, ?ve levels including the level of the
projected partition PJ(.) are shoWn) may either be split into
various regions (or children regions) or be merged to form
a larger region (or father region). Moreover, in order to
de?ne the coding strategy (in a rate-distortion sense), the

only four in FIG. 6 for sake of simplicity of the illustration),
a decision tree DT, concentrating in a hierarchical structure

all the possible coding choices, is deduced in the folloWing

polynomial one. A residue is obtained (in the stage 1221) as

the difference betWeen the original picture P(t—1) and the
modelled one, the partition S(t—1). An example of such a

residue computation by image modelling is for instance
described in the european patent application EP 0627693.
The other operations (the simpli?cation, carried out in order
to make the partition easier to segment; the marker

decision tree Will convey information about coding costs and

respective quality (or distortion) of the n possible texture
coding techniques: a list of rates (rate list R1, R2, . . . , R”)
and a list of distortions (dist list D1, D2, . . . , D”) will

extraction, carried out in order to detect the presence of

homogeneous regions and further identify their core by
labelling of speci?c Zones; the decision, taken in order to
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deal With the uncertainty areas Which have not yet been

assigned to any region and correspond to pixels around the
region contours) are described in the already cited document

therefore be assigned to each of said nodes, both lists having
the same length as the list of texture coding techniques TCT,
and each of these n techniques being in FIG. 6 designated in
a short manner by #1, #2 . . . , . . . , #n. In practice, each

region of the partition tree is coded (either in intra or in inter
mode since the motion of each region has been estimated

“Time-Recursive Segmentation . . . ”, EUSIPCO 94. As for

the merging operation, the procedure may be repeated in an

during the creation of the partition tree) by all the proposed

iterative manner, a siZe criterion being used for all the
re-segmentation levels except the last one for Which a
contrast criterion is used (at each level of this iterative

techniques, and the corresponding rate and distortion are
stored in the decision tree.
This step of construction of the decision tree in the circuit
221 is therefore simply an operation of evaluation of the
respective merits of each technique, no decision being taken

procedure, the only difference is the simpli?cation intensity
Which is decreased in order to progressively introduce small
or loW-contrasted regions). Once merging and
re-segmentation have been performed, a motion re?nement
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at that moment. This circuit 221 comprises a distortion

computation stage 2211, a rate computation stage 2212 and
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a memory 2213. In the stage 2211, one has used the mean

knoW if it is not better to code the area represented by

squared error criterion in the luminance and chrominance,
because it is an additive criterion (as Will be seen, the

these tWo regions as a single region represented by the

optimization operation Which follows the decision tree de?
nition operation requires the distortion measure to be addi
tive: if a region A is segmented into various regions B, the

(a) if the Lagrangian of the upper node (DO+LRO) is

single node located on the upper level:

loWer than the sum of the Lagrangians of the loWer
level, it is actually better to code the area as a single

distortion measured on AWould be equal to the sum of the

region, and the upper node becomes active in place

distortions measured on all B). In the stage 2212, the

of the tWo loWer nodes Which are deactivated (left

side of FIG. 7);
(b) if the Lagrangian of the upper node is higher than

objective is to compute rates Which give the global coding
costs of the regions. The rate is mainly made of three

10

said sum, it is better to code the area as tWo regions,

components for each region:

and the upper node remains deactivated (right side of
FIG. 7) While its neW Lagrangian is the sum of the

cost of texture coding: it can generally be easily estimated
by measuring the entropy of the coef?cients, in a

Lagrangians of the nodes at the loWer level (it may
be recalled that the additivity in rate and distortion

sub-stage 2212c;
cost of motion parameters coding: it is also given by an

15

has been assumed during the Whole optimiZation

entropy estimation of the model parameters, in a sub

operation).

stage 2212a';

This procedure is iterated until the highest level of the

cost of partition coding.

decision tree is reached. The set of activated nodes then

This last case of the cost of partition coding is more

gives the ?nal set of regions Which de?nes the optimal
partition. If the coding cost, computed by adding the rates of

complex, because the shape and the position information are
not coded separately for each region. The Whole partition
being coded in a global Way, it is therefore not straightfor

the best techniques for all activated nodes, is equal or very
close to the budget, the optimiZation procedure is ?nished
and this optimal partition Will be coded. If the coding cost
is much beloW or above the budget, the Lagrange parameter

Ward to estimate the contribution of a given region to the
partition bitstream. It has therefore been chosen to consider
that a reasonable estimate of the partition cost of the region

L has to be modi?ed and the optimiZation has to be done
again. The convenient de?nition of L can be done With a

is proportional to the perimeter of said region, the propor
tionality factor depending on Whether the region Will be

gradient search algorithm starting With a very high value LH

compensated or not: according to the fact that the texture
coding is carried out in intra mode or in inter mode, the
partition cost is here assumed to be equal either to 1, 3 or 0,7
bit per contour point.
Once all the nodes of the decision tree have been popu

lated With the lists of computed rates and distortions, the
actual optimiZation operation 222a can start in an optimi
Zation circuit 222. This problem of optimiZation can be

and a very loW value LL leading to tWo corresponding

coding strategies Which give rates RH and RL respectively
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beloW and above the budget. Except if one of these rates is
already close enough to the budget, a neW Lagrange param
eter is de?ned as L=(DH—DL)/(RH—RL) and the procedure is
iterated until one strategy giving a rate close to the budget
is found (for instance falling Within an interval of 5% around

it).

formulated as the search for a minimiZation of the distortion

D of the image (as described for instance in the article “Best

An illustration of the Whole decision sub-step, as imple
mented in the device 22, is given in FIG. 8. From the

Wavelet Packet Bases in a Rate-Distortion Sense”, K. Ram
chandran and M. Vetterli, IEEE Transactions on Image

partition tree PT, all regions are extracted (analysis step AS)
to form the decision tree DT, and several texture coding

Processing, vol. 2, n°2, April 1993, pp. 160—175), With the

techniques, indicated by the reference TCT (their number

restriction that the total cost R, must be beloW a given budget

has been previously called n), are considered for each

de?ned for each frame, Which can be reformulated as the

region. Then regions RS from various levels of the partition

minimiZation of the Lagrangian D+LR, Where L is the

tree are chosen (choice step CS), and the best ?nal partition

so-called Lagrange parameter (both formulated problems

BFP (or optimal partition) is de?ned together With the best
coding techniques BCT, one for each region.
Once this optimal partition, created from the proposals
contained in the partition tree, and the coding strategy for

have the same solution if one ?nds L0 such that R, is equal
or very close to the budget). This problem ?nally consists in
using the decision tree in order to ?nd a set of regions
(creating a partition) and a set of texture coding techniques

each region have been de?ned, the information necessary to
decode the image sequence should be sent to a receiver (or

minimiZing D+L0Rr To this end, the optimiZation operation
222a comprises the folloWing sub-steps:

to a storage medium, the decoding process being then

the ?rst sub-step 2221a, carried out in a computing
sub-stage 2221, alloWs to make a local analysis and to
compute, for each node of the decision tree, the

implemented later). This information, processed in the third
coding sub-assembly 3, is composed of:
(a) the coding strategy itself: this information, coded in

Lagrangian for each texture coding technique: the
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technique giving the loWest one is considered as the
optimum one for this node and this Lagrangian is

stored;
the second sub-step 2222a, carried out in a decision

sub-stage 2222, alloWs to de?ne the best partition by a

bottom-up analysis of the decision tree Which, starting

to a polynomial motion model alloWing to deal With
motions such as combination of translations, Zooms,

from the loWest level, leads to a set of local decisions
on the coding strategy, as illustrated in FIG. 7: assum
ing that the tWo nodes on said loWer level are active

(Which means that they are considered as being part of

the ?nal partition: such nodes are represented by black
circles), tWo situations may occur When one likes to

the decision coding device 31, Will inform the receiving
part (the receiver or the storage medium) about the
coding technique to be applied on each region;
(b) the motion parameters for the regions Which have to
be compensated: for all regions coded in inter mode, a
set of motion parameters, coded in the motion coding
device 32, is sent to the receiver, for instance according
pans and rotations;
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(c) the partition: the partition coding device 33 produces
all the information needed by the receiving part for
restoring the current partition, that is to say the position
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of each region and its contour, an identi?cation number

that the compensation carried out With these vectors can
Work either in a forWard mode or in a backWard mode (the
main difference betWeen these modes concerns the quanti
zation of the pixel locations: as the motion vectors start from

(or label) being also transmitted for each region in
order to track the regions in time and to deal With areas

uncovered by the motion compensation;

an integer pixel location but point to a non-integer one, the
locations of the pixels of the current reconstructed partition
have to be quantized in the forWard case, Whereas in the
backWard case, the locations of the pixels of the previously
reconstructed partition are quantized); and (c) that one must

(d) the texture parameters of each region: the texture may
be coded in the texture coding device 34 by using a

very large number of region-based coding schemes (in
the present case, one may use coding techniques such

as region-based Wavelets decomposition, shape
adaptive direct cosine transform, or decomposition on

10

orthonormal bases).
Concerning the decision coding device 31, it must be
noted that the ?nal partition is the partition Which has to be
coded and transmitted (and/or stored). In order to help the
coding process, the device 31 Will therefore give to the
receiving part some information about the origin of each
region. The regions belonging to the ?nal partition may
come either from the projected partition (projected regions)

Indeed, a distinction has to be made betWeen the motion

of its shape. Both motions coincide in the case of a rigid

foreground region, but not for a background region because
15

the modi?cations of its shape or of its contours are de?ned

by the motion of the regions in its foreground. The com
munication “Motion and region overlapping estimation for

segmentation-based video coding” of M. Pardas, P. Salem
bier and B. Gonzalez, IEEE International Conference on

projected partition (merged regions) or beloW it (re
segmented regions). For the projected regions, the label is

Image Processing, Austin, Tex. (USA), November 1994,

simply the label as de?ned by the projection. For merged and
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the practical history of the partition and the transformation
of the regions, ie the merging orders and the splitting
information. The merging orders are a set of numbers

indicating that, for example, a region X at time t has been
created by an union of regions xi at time (t-1), in order to
alloW that the receiving part applies the same merging
process to the regions xi of the previously coded partition

volume II, pp. 428—432, describes an object-based video
coding system in Which it is indeed avoided to perform tWo
different motion estimations for the background regions. The
motion estimation for contours is replaced by an extra
information called order relation betWeen regions and Which
alloWs to knoW for every couple of neighbouring regions
Which of them is on the foreground (to this end one performs
for instance for every boundary betWeen tWo neighbouring
regions a tWo hypothesis test consisting in calculating the
prediction error in each region for the tWo possible order

relations and selecting the order that yields the loWest one),
and this order information is associated to the texture motion

(since the partition coding relies on motion compensation,
the merging orders Will also be useful for the coding of the

partitions: before motion compensating the previous coded
partition, its regions Will be merged according to the instruc
tions contained in the merging orders). The splitting infor

the partition.
of the pixels inside a region (texture motion) and the motion

or from the levels of the partition tree located above the

segmented regions, Which are all neW regions With neW
labels, the texture should be alWays sent in intra mode. To
avoid this situation, the device 31 sends to the receiving part

de?ne Which kind of information can be used to compensate
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in order to compensate both the partition and the texture
(obviously, the order is also used in the receiving part in
order to solve the possible local con?icts betWeen compen

sated labels).
Once the order has be estimated either by the above-given

mation is not an order implying some speci?c

method or according to an option such as the technical

transformation, it simply indicates that the set of regions xi

solution described in the european patent application N°
954018131 (?led on Aug. 2, 1995) and recalled at the end
of this description, in the annex B, With reference to FIG. 16,
the partition coding device 33 can be activated.

of the partition at time t comes from a given region X at time

(t-1), the pixels of Which are alloWed to predict all pixels of
all regions xi during the texture compensation.
Concerning the motion coding device 32, it must be
recalled that, in order to have an ef?cient representation, the
partition and the texture have to be compensated. This
motion compensation, the aim of Which is to build the best

Concerning the texture coding device 34, provided in
order to encode the gray-level or colour information inside
45

possible motion predicted picture from the last coded picture
(knowing the available segmentation and the motion
information) is useful both during the coding process and the
decoding process and has therefore to be coded and trans
mitted. It uses as only information the last coded picture, the
motion parameters associated to each region of the current

partition and the current partition itself. Each region of the
partition having motion parameters is predicted as described
in the french patent application N° 9604194 already cited
(the regions knoWn as intra regions do not have, of course,
to be predicted: in practice, for the further processing, they
are identi?ed by a particular label put in the compensated
picture), this operation being performed on the three com
ponents (luminance: Y, chrominance: U and V) of the last
coded picture to obtain the ?nal Y-U-V motion compensated
pictures. Concerning the partition coding device 33, it must
be recalled: (a) that the previous motion estimation has led,
for describing the time evolution of the regions, to only one
motion model for each region (to only one vector per region

each region of the partition, several texture coding methods
are possible in order, as already said, to give to the Whole
coding device according to the invention some ?exibility. A
?rst one, called approximation by the mean value, consists
of transmitting only the mean value of the pixels belonging
to each region. Another one, called polynomial approxima
tion onto orthogonal basis and described for instance in

“Coding of arbitrarily shaped image segments based on a

generalized orthogonal transform”, M. Gilge and al, Signal
Processing: Image Communication, vol. 1, n°2, October
55

1989, pp. 153—180, relies on an approximation of the texture

Within each region by an orthogonal polynomial function,
only the coef?cients of this function being sent to the

receiving part.
A third method, called shape adaptive DCT (discrete
cosine transform), consists of splitting each region into
blocks (of size 8x8 pixels for instance) and to perform a
conventional DCT on the blocks Which belong to the region:

the pixels being ?rst ordered in vectors, horizontal and

if the motion model is a translation, or to a set of vectors, one

vertical DCT are then performed independently on each
vector (the order of the monodimensional DCT is equal to
the length of the vector), and the obtained coef?cients are

for each pixel, if the motion model is more complex); (b)

quantized and transmitted.
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Afourth texture coding method, the dyadic bidimensional
Wavelet transform, allows the concerned signal to be

the previously reconstructed partition. Such a refresh step is
provided for the folloWing reason: since some regions have

described by a set of subband signals, each of Which
represents the input signal at a given resolution level and in
a particular frequency range. Wavelets are usually applied to
blocks or images, but this application is noW extended to

been on the coding side either created or eliminated, the
maximum value of the labels is increasing. The regions are
then preferably relabelled in order to limit the value of label
numbers, and, for technical reasons, it is simpler and more
convenient to reassign a label value at the beginning of each
decoding loop, in such a Way that only labels 1 to N are used

region-based schemes, each region being treated indepen
dently (the ?ltering and doWnsampling of the image at each
level of the multiresolution analysis are performed indepen
dently on each region).

10

Finally the output signals of the devices 31 to 34 are sent
to a multiplexer 35, the output of Which constitutes the
multiplexed coded output bitstream MCOB sent to the

if there are N regions. The relabelling step then simply
assigns the label “1” to the ?rst encountered region, the label
“2” to the second one, and so on.

The second step, implemented in a merging circuit 102,
performs the merging orders that are contained in the buffer
80. During the third step, the regions transmitted in intra

receiving system (and/or stored).

It must indeed be underlined that the invention also relates 15 frame mode are decoded (intra regions decoding circuit
to a coded signal as de?ned at the output of the described
103). During the fourth step, the previously coded partition

coding system. This coded signal, not necessarily transmit

is motion compensated (motion compensation circuit 104)

ted immediately and then stored in order to be transmitted
later, or transmitted but not used immediately at the recep

and the compensation errors are decoded (inter regions
decoding circuit 105). The ?fth and last step deals With the
labelling of the decoded compensation errors partition, car

tion side and therefore stored, corresponds in the present
case, With respect to the considered sequence of segmented
pictures, to each region of the current partition of this
sequence and consists of a multiplexed signal comprising
several kinds of information: a motion information, corre
sponding to the estimation of a motion model that charac
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teriZes the evolution of the segmentation betWeen successive

ried out in a decoded errors labelling circuit 106. Preferably
the compensation is done exactly as it Was done on the
coding side: the compensation relies on the motion param
eters de?ned for each region and, each time there is a con?ict
betWeen tWo labels, the order information is used in vieW of
a decision alloWing to knoW Which label Will be kept. The

partitions and de?nes the projected partition, a partition

output partition of the device 83 is the current reconstructed

information, corresponding to the texture and contour infor

partition, called REC(t).

mation of each region of the selected optimal partition, and
a decision information, corresponding to the coding strategy
de?ned for each of the selected regions of this optimal
partition. As said above, such a coded signal may be stored,
and consequently the invention also relates to the storage

This output current partition is received by the texture
decoding device 84, in Which a texture compensation 84-1

medium on Which this signal is stored.
Moreover the invention is not limited to the previous
embodiments and further relates to a method of decoding
such a coded signal, alloWing to reconstruct decoded
pictures, and to a corresponding system described With
reference to FIGS. 9 to 11. The received multiplexed coded
bitstream RMCB (corresponding to the bitstream MCOB
sent through the transmission channel and/or toWards the

is ?rst performed (FIG. 10), and then folloWed by the texture
decoding step 84-2 itself. As for the coding part, in Which
35

several coding techniques had been proposed
(approximation by the mean value, polynomial approxima
tion onto orthogonal basis, shape-adaptive DCT, region
based Wavelets), the same methods may be used. For

example, regarding the approximation by the mean value,
the method consists of putting this mean value as pixel

intensities to all the pixels of the current region. Regarding
the polynomial approximation method, once the contour
information has been decoded, the orthogonal set of basis

receiving part and/or the storage medium) is ?rst received

functions can be recovered from the non-orthogonal set of

(see FIG. 9) by an input buffer 80, and then sent to a decision
decoding device 81, folloWed in series by a motion decoding
device 82, a partition decoding device 83, and a texture
decoding device 84, the output of Which constitutes both the
output decoded signal of the decoding system and a further

basis functions and from the shape information, and then
Weighted by the transmitted quantiZed DC and AC coef?
45

cients in order to yield the reconstructed texture of each

region (see once more the document “Signal Processing:

Image Communication”, October 1989, already cited). And

input (not shoWn in FIG. 9) of the partition decoding device
83 (these main four decoding steps correspond to the four
coding devices of the coding sub-assembly 3 of FIG. 1).

so on for each texture decoding method, the decoding
process being similar to the coding one. The output infor
mation of the device 84 yields the decoded picture, once

First the coding strategy information and the motion are
decoded in the devices 81 and 82. Then the partition and the
texture information are successively decoded in devices 83

each region has been similarly processed.
The invention is obviously not limited to the embodi
ments described hereinbefore, from Which variations or

and 84 respectively, according to FIG. 10, illustrating the
loop Which alloWs to understand the decoding process, and
to FIG. 11, Which shoWs in greater detail the partition
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decoding device 83.
Concerning the partition decoding device 83, it receives
(see FIGS. 10 and 11) on the one hand the output signals of
the buffer 80 storing the transmitted coded signals and on the
other hand the previously decoded and reconstructed
partition, called REC(t-1) and available in the form of a list
of labels at the output of the texture decoding device 84. Said
device 83 implements the folloWing successive steps, as
illustrated in FIG. 11.
The ?rst step, implemented in a relabelling circuit 101
also shoWn in FIG. 10, consists in modifying the labels of

improvements may be conceived Without departing from the
scope of this invention. For instance, in the optimiZation
operation 222a discussed above, the main parameter is the
budget, Which is assumed to be given for each frame. Based
on this budget, a coding strategy is de?ned so that it
minimiZes the distortion, Which creates a coded sequence
With a variable quality. If one Wants to de?ne a coding

strategy leading to constant quality sequences, a possible
modi?cation consists in de?ning a target distortion value for
each frame and inverting the places of D and R in the
previous explanation: the coding cost Will be minimiZed in
65

order to reach a given distortion. Alternatively, Working at a

?xed cost per frame is also possible. The optimiZation then
Works basically on a ?xed nominal budget, and, if a mini

